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We propose an SU(5) model for the new heavy mesons, with a charge -1/3 fancy quark in addition to a charge 
+ 2/3 charmed quark. Besides interpreting the two narrow vector mesons J/~ and 4'  as cc'and ffbound states and ac- 
counting for present data in a natural way, the model has (i) three new fancy vector mesons in addition to the 
charmed ones of the SU (4) model, (ii) at most two new C = P = + mesons (co, apj ,  j = 0, 1) between J/O and q~ ', 
with suppressed radiative decays q~' ~ 3pj + % (iii) a state near 4.6 GeV in e+e -, decaying mostly to fancy mesons if 
it is broad or perhaps charmed mesons if it is narrow, (iv) V + A weak currents and a large anomaly in FN reactions, 
(v) a possible heavy lepton. 

The recent discovery of new narrow vector mesons [1,2] suggests expanding tile SU(3) symmetry of  low mass 
hadrons to some larger and more badly broken group, of  which SU(3) is a subgroup. Candidates for new Symme- 
tries are SU(4) [3] and SU(3) X SU(3) [41. 

There have been other recent proposals for new symmetries [5 ,6] .  We have looked at a number of  models and 
have come to the conclusion that  SU(5) is also a viable alternative for describing the new mesons. This model  can 
naturally accommodate the existence of  just two narrow states J /~  and ~0' and the ratio of  their leptonic widths. 
It presents the striking possibility of  V + A weak currents. In an exploratory spirit, we present here the case for 
SU(5). 

We will exploit  the full content of  the five quark model  within the present experimental context ,  commenting 
on other possibilities at the end. In addition, we employ the parton model in the discussion. 

We add a new quark to the four (u,d,s ,c)  of  SU(4) [3]. One possibility is to choose a quark c' of  charge 2/3; 
c' has C'  = 1, I = Y= C= 0. The usual quarks u ,d ,s ,c  have C'  = 0. We will call this the c - c '  model. A second option 
has a charge - 1 / 3  quark f. we assign quantum numbers as follows: c and f have a new additive quantum number 
M =  1 01//= 0 for u ,d ,s)  and are assigned to a doublet of  "K-spin",K 3 = +1/2 ( - 1 / 2 )  for c(f).  This is the c - f  mod- 
el. If  it is, we could choose quantum numbers C = K 3 + 114/2 and C'  = - K  3 + M/2. The charge operators for the 
two models a reQ = / 3  + Y/2 + 2 ( C +  C')/3 for the c - c '  model  and Q =13 + Y/2 + K  3 +114/6 for the c - f  model. 

Requiring the cancellation of  triangle anomalies [7] would lead us to add at least one new heavy lepton doublet 
to @ee- )L  and (~'u/'t-)L for the c -c ' :  model and one, (PE, E - ) R ,  for the c - f  model, where R and L stand for 
V + A ( V - A )  couplings. Thus in either case we have the possibility of  new heavy leptons - a possibility, because 
it is not  clear whether the cancellation of  anomalies is a necessity or not. 

We won' t  discuss the c--c '  model in detail; it can be handled along the lines of  the c - f  model, which we take 
up now. 

First we give the assignment of  hadron states and some of  their phenomenology,  then a discussion of weak and 
electromagnetic interactions. 

Hadron states. We suppose that the c and f quarks are very heavy, with f more massive than c, and to zeroth or- 
der choose Oc = c~, ~f  = ff. The physical states are ~ = ~c cos/3 + ~ f  sin/3 and ~ '  = l]/f cos /3 -~c  sin/3. The lepton- 
ic width ratio F0 (e~:  I '0,  (ee--) = 4.8 keV: 2.2 keV then leads to/3 ~ 8 ° or - 6 0  °. In conformance with mf > m c we 
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choose t3 ~ 8 ° and thus small deviation from ideal mixing, as for light vector and tensor mesons. 
In this way we naturally account for just two narrow vector mesons, each below its respective threshold 

(~  cE or ~ if). 
Of the other states in the model, D O = c5, D + = cd and F + = cg-are as in the SU (4) scheme [3], with very near- 

ly the same masses. The new meson states in SU(5) are an SU(3) antitriplet X 0 = fd, X -  = fg, y0  = tgand 
charged partners of J /4  and 4 ' ,  4 + = cf-and ff - = fc. All these come in assorted jPC. We will not discuss the 
baryons here. For the vector meson masses we find in addition to the SU(4) relations [3] 

D * - p  = F *  K * - I  - ~ (4°-0) 
also 

X * - p  =Y* K * = 4 + - - D  * - '  - ~ (~ f--p) (1) 

where the symbols stand for mass or (mass) 2 depending on prejudice. Numerically, the quadratic mass formula 
gives 

Mx .  = 2.66 GeV, M y .  = 2.70 GeV, M 0_+ = 3.40 GeV 

and the linear mass formula 

MX. = 2.10 GeV, M y .  = 2.22 GeV, Me_, = 3 .26GeV.  

With our choice of  mixing, M ¢ c =  3.11 GeV and M,pf = 3.67 GeV. 
Among the higher vector mesons produced in e+e - , we assign the broad 4"(4.15)  to be the first radial excita- 

tion of  J /4 ;  presumably it decays to pairs of mesons containing c quarks. If  we use the J /4  4 '  separation to infer 
the spacing of ff-levels, we expect the firsl radial excitation somewhere near 4.6 GeV. This state would be broad 
if well above the ff-threshold, and narrow if near or below the threshold. In the latter case it can decay to charmed 
mesons through its cE component. The corresponding width should be small. If the mixing is as for J /4  4 '  we ex- 

1 pect P(ee-) ~ 7 P¢ '  (e~ and the state may have been overlooked. The next (mostly cc-) state should be near 4.8 GeV 
and broad. 

For an harmonic oscillator potential, we obtain C = P = + 3pj states (mostly ccD with center of  gravity halfway 
in (mass) 2 between J/~ and 4 '  - i.e. near 4 '  [8]. With only spin-orbit forces in the quark model, at most  two of 
these states could be between J /4  and 4 '  (the J = 0,1 states; that with J = 2 then lies above 4') .  Of course, there 
is also a 1S 0 state near J /4 ,  and one near 4 '-  

At least one candidate for such an intermediate state (Pc) has been found at DESY [9]. Notice that these states 
are mostly cE, so that decays 4 '  - +  3pj + 3; and 4 '  -+ 1S0 + 3, are suppressed because the 4 '  is mostly ff. By con- 
trast, 3pj _+ 4 + 3' is not suppressed. This may explain why 4 '  -+ Pc + 7 is small [10], and comparable to 
4 '  -+ Pc + 3' ~ J /4  + 3'7 [9]. The situation here is similar to that in some color models [4, 11 ]. For a recent discus- 
sion of the charm case, see ref. [12]. 

Besides J /4  and 4 ' ,  we have states 4e which can be pair produced if K 3 is conserved, or singly produced if it 
is not. In the c - c '  model there is a neutral pair near 3.4 GeV. For this model the leptonic widths give J /4  = 
0.981 cE+ 0.189 c'~', 4 '  = 0.981 c 'g ' -0 .189  cEand m(cc-) = 3.15 GeV, m(c'~')  = 3.66 for the quadratic mass for- 
mula. 

The small width of  J /4  and 4 '  requires either a small mixing of  heavy quark states with states made out of  light 
quarks (u,d,s) or some similar dynamical mechanism [3]. In our case, some of  the suppression of I ' ( 4 '  -+ J/4rrrr) 
and P ( 4 '  "+ J /4  + r/) (e.g. relative to I ' (p '  -+ prrrr) is due to the small J / 4 - 4 '  mixing. Since P ( 4 '  -+ J/4rrrr) ~ "  Pj/¢,  
this means that mixing of  heavy and light quark states must become larger as the mass of  the hadron system in 
question decreases. This already happens in the "charmonium" version of  SU(4) [13 ], and appears unobjection- 
able. One consequence is that we expect larger decay widths for J /4  or 4 '  to a photon and low mass SU(3) singlet 
hadrons than one would have in.a strict SU(4) model. The widths are difficult to estimate, but it appears likely 
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that a measurable fraction of lPj/¢ and I '  o, could be due to radiative decays. We also expect F ( ~ "  ~ J/~rrn) 
larger than for SU(4). 

Asymptotically, we expect that  in e + e - , R  = Y~Q] = i 1/3 (R = o(had)/a. .7 [14]) for the c - f  model and 4~ 
P . / - * / ~  , 

for the c - c  model. Below the new partMe threshold R is near 2.5 [2], so above the threshold it may well be 
larger than the value 3.7 expected in the c - f  model. If  a heavy lepton exists and is being produce d at present 
energies it would raise R by one unit for X/s~  2m L. Anomalous e-~z events have been seen at SPEAR by the 
SLAC-LBL group, and one possible interpretation is that they are due to heavy lepton production [I5] .  

Weak and electromagnetic interactions. In inclusive deep inelastic electroproduction the small f quark charge 
leads to only small corrections to the SU(4) scheme. This is no longer so for weak processes. We take weak quark 
doublets (U,dc) L, (c, So) L and (U,0R [e.g. (16)]; the other combinations are singlets. Of course, we have other 
options for the weak current (a term (c,f) has some interesting consequences), but let us confine ourselves to this 
choice. Now Ych = (udc)L + @-Sc)L + (uf)R defines the SU(2) piece of  the weak neutral current to be 

z / 3  = (~u + ~c - ~d - ~s) n + (~u - f f ) R  (2)  

Conventionally, the SU(2) X U(1) neutral weak current (which we adopt) reads Jneut = J 3 -  2 sin20wJem [17]. 
In general, sin20w can be a parameter unconnected to weak boson masses. 

This SU(5) model respects the near exact cancellation of [~S[ = 1 neutral current amplitudes [18]. It has dra- 
matic consequences for deep inelastic antineutrino scattering. Above the new particle threshold We have two sorts 
of  contributions not present below threshold: (i) from the c~-and ff-"sea" in the target nucleon we expect effects 
of  order 5 -15% averaged overx  = 2Mp/Q 2 and y = ~,/E [16], (ii) f rom the right-handed piece OfJch (u-+ f)i we 
expect a contribution dominant over (i). In a simple model where the nucleon consists of  u and d valence quarks 
alone we have (deuteron target) 

do ~ _ 18 G2ME 1 ~  2 (x) 
dxdy 5 7r 

d J  _ 18G2--~lEf2ed(x)F(1-Y) 2 + t 0  bel°w thresh°ld]  (3) 
dxdy 5 I_ ~1 asymptotically _l 

The transition depends on the location of the fancy threshold, and the rapidity with which scaling is re-established 
above this threshold. At the very least we expect a dramatic increase in v-N cross sections when W 2 and Q2 are se- 
lected to be large. Of course, there is also the likelihood that fancy baryons will be produced in v-N. 

Detaching ourselves from a specific gauge theory for a moment ,  we ought to note that V + A and V - A  currents 
can be present with different strengths at low Q2. 

Experimentally, there appears to be an anomaly in v-N [19] ; its nature is still unclear. 
Below the new particle threshold, neutral current cross sections differ slightly from those in the SU(4) model 

[20], due to the extra (gU)R term in Jneut" 
This model is in at least qualitative agreement with present data, and has features which make it vulnerable to 

experiment - e.g. the presence of V + A currents *. If it;turns out that SU(4) is the correct symmetry at present 
energies, there is still the heretical possibility that some new symmetry like SU(5) will be unveiled at still higher 
energies. Perhaps new narrow resonances in e+e - will be presaged by the discovery of a heavy lepton. 

* After working this out, we received a number of papers dealing with V + A currents [21 ], after submitting this letter, we re- 
ceived still more related work [22]. 
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